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University of Minnesota 
 
Karin Aguilar-San Juan writes, “We long for home, yet many of us are so busy moving from 
place to place that no single place appears to have much impact on us” (2009, xi). So begins 
Little Saigons: Staying Vietnamese in America, a book exploring place-making and identity 
formation in Vietnamese American communities. Aguilar-San Juan, a 
professor of American Studies at Macalester College, situates immigrant 
experiences in two Vietnamese American communities (Fields Corner in 
Boston and Little Saigon in Orange County, California) as a constant 
reciprocal experience between landscapes, human-constructed places, 
relationships and memory. Her argument is clearly developed throughout the 
book: retaining one’s identity in an American immigrant community requires 
more than simply passing down cultural traditions between generations or 
remembering the past by retaining one’s language. Throughout the book’s five 
chapters, the author suggests that in order to retain their Vietnamese identity and all that their 
past holds, Vietnamese Americans use elements of the physical domain as well as social 
relationships to reflect and preserve nuances specific to their Vietnamese histories. 
For nearly ten years beginning in 1994, Aguilar-San Juan conducted interviews with 
Vietnamese American leaders and other experts living in Boston and Orange County. The stories 
she collected while interviewing residents form the foundation of the book’s conclusions. Her 
commitment to these two communities over nearly a decade provides both the author and the 
reader with data that reflect place and time.  Aguilar-San Juan’s conclusions are also influenced 
by her personal history. As a daughter growing up in a Filipino American community, she 
developed an awareness of immigrant identity and its role in constructing place, presence and 
community early on in her life. Although an outsider to the Vietnamese American community, 
she nonetheless understands how immigrants in America are relegated to a marginalized position 
in society. Her “insider/outsider” perspective, carefully honed through two trips to Vietnam and 
countless interviews, reflects a unique perspective through which to explore the notion of 
immigrant identity.  
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In Chapter 1, Aguilar-San Juan presents readers with contextual analysis that identifies 
and situates themes important to her study of Vietnamese American communities. She examines 
the tenets of community, place making, migration and identity formation as they relate to two 
separate Vietnamese American communities: Fields Corner and Little Saigon. The data and 
subsequent analysis represented in Chapter 1 provide a focused base for readers to understand 
the physical and political factors influencing both communities. By the end of the section, 
readers understand how place, space and time converge in identity formation for Vietnamese 
Americans. 
Aguilar-San Juan continues to lay groundwork for readers in Chapter 2 by discussing the 
tenuous intersection of Vietnam’s history, policies of the U.S. government between 1960-1970, 
and the experiences of Vietnamese refugees who fled to America. Her critical analysis of 
American history during the years before and immediately after the end of the Vietnam War 
gives the author the opportunity to tease out the complex issues experienced by refugees who 
fled the war. She points out that in 1975, the term Vietnam became so synonymous with the 
Vietnam War that many Americans forgot the country of Vietnam ever existed. Newly arrived 
refugees from Vietnam, albeit small in numbers, collided head-on with the loud debate about 
America’s involvement in the war, and this served to reinforce their invisible identity to most 
native-born Americans.  
Aguilar-San Juan’s focus shifts midway through Little Saigons from a historical/political 
perspective to the personal.  In Chapter 3, readers learn how community members in both Fields 
Corner and Little Saigon use memory as a way to create space and place in their neighborhoods.  
Her conclusions in this chapter offer an intimate view of the individual in the larger context of 
community, and memory making serves as the bridge that connects these two points. Aguilar-
San Juan writes that Vietnamese Americans participate in “strategic memory projects” (pp. 63-
64) as a way to retain their Vietnamese identity. Community members coordinate physical 
spaces, fundraising events or memorial services that reflect memories of time past, which 
provides individuals within the Vietnamese American community a way to remember the 
country of Vietnam prior to America’s chaotic entrance in the war. Memory making in these 
instances also becomes an opportunity to share history with younger generations who were born 
in the United States.  
While the author’s point is well made in this chapter, her decision to classify the memory 
making process as one that is indelibly “strategic” seems disjointed. In fact, the physical spaces 
and events themselves, to which the author refers in the book, seem to be the only thing that is 
“strategic.” The experience of revisiting memories while attending a memorial service, for 
example, seems largely personal, subjective and “in the moment” – not strategic. After all, how 
can a memory-making experience, at both times personal and collective, be planned out, 
consciously created or otherwise formally produced as the term “strategic” implies? Isn’t much 
of memory making an immediate response to one’s surroundings? “Memories in progress” seem 
a more apt way to address the relationship between the past and the physical present in 
Vietnamese American communities. Just when the author seems to acknowledge the personal 
and spontaneous nature of memory making, instead of giving full agency to the memory maker, 
she goes on to suggest that ultimately most memories for Vietnamese Americans fight against 
the dominant culture’s recollection of the Vietnam War and thus become the community’s 
domain, not that of the individual.  
An important aspect of Aguilar-San Juan’s conclusions rests on the notion that physical 
space influences the development of identity. The author illuminates the ways in which space, 
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place and social relationships assist Vietnamese Americans in staying Vietnamese throughout the 
book.  As an example, the author profiles in Chapter 4 a contentious debate that erupted in Fields 
Corner. A local developer, Frank Jao, attempted to develop Harmony Bridge, a strip mall 
devoted to Asian American businesses. Vietnamese Americans living in the community were 
angered over the proposed development because they perceived that it would reflect a broader 
Asian American identity instead of becoming a physical space echoing Vietnamese American 
identity. The debate centered in part around Jao’s own identity because he was Chinese 
American, not Vietnamese American. Thus, residents in the Vietnamese American community 
greeted his overtures with skepticism. Aguilar-San Juan’s account of Fields Corner residents’ 
raw emotional reaction to Jao is but one example in her book that places human attempts to form 
and/or retain identity against the physical construction of space.  
A quick glance at the Notes section of the book reveals references to notable scholars 
who have contributed to the conversation on immigrant identity and place-making theories. Ideas 
first explored by early cultural theorists become pseudo-guide posts throughout the book, 
framing Aguilar-San Juan’s research questions and conclusions. In Chapter 5, she writes, 
“researchers have focused on the significance of ‘ethnic’ community ties, trust, geographic 
concentration, and in the case of ethnic Chinese entrepreneurs, links to overseas capital” (p. 123). 
Here, Aguilar-San Juan applies the work of Montero, Rutledge, and others to explain how social 
connections within each community influences the development of identity. In doing so, she 
places her work within the larger discourse on racialization and social capital. Interestingly, the 
focus of Aguilar-San Juan’s research is an often-neglected subject for scholars, even for those 
interested in the Asian American experiences in America. Little Saigons thus becomes a treatise 
of sorts on the hegemonic forces disrupting Vietnamese American communities’ attempts to 
retain their Vietnamese identity.  
Despite many of its well-constructed structures and clear themes, Little Saigons exhibits a 
few problems. Aguilar-San Juan’s method of research—interviews—seems a natural format to 
unearth ideas, attitudes and memories about the country of Vietnam, immigration to America and 
life in the United States for Vietnamese Americans. Indeed, researchers have long considered 
interviews a legitimate approach to inquiry. But Aguilar-San Juan relies on snowball sampling to 
find willing residents for interviews; interviewees recommended other individuals they knew to 
participate in the project. This method of referring colleagues or friends can potentially 
perpetuate shared values and experiences, thus skewing the data collected from the interviews. 
The tendency to mingle with individuals who share similar values and experiences, such as 
family members, affects how we see, interpret, and respond to larger societal mechanisms 
(Keister & Moller, 2000). Possibly, the data gathered by Aguilar-San Juan may reflect only a 
thin stratum of the larger Vietnamese American community. Aguilar-San Juan might have taken 
a different approach to her interview process by enlisting the help of individuals representing a 
broader spectrum in the communities of her study.  
Another area of concern is Aguilar-San Juan’s assertion that she interviewed leaders 
within the community for the project. How did she and others define “leader?” Was it someone 
who held a position of authority in a community-based organization or network? Was it someone 
who was an elder in the community? Or, was it someone who enjoyed expansive support by 
Vietnamese Americans living in the community? These questions remained largely unanswered 
throughout the book, leaving the reader to wonder if everyone involved in the project, from the 
author herself to the community members living in Fields Corner or Little Saigon, agreed about 
the definition of a “community leader.” Could self-identified leaders, possibly those who enjoyed 
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a few more privileges in the community because of their status, accurately represent everyone’s 
ideas?  
Overall, Aguilar-San Juan’s work in Vietnamese American communities provides much 
needed insight into immigrant communities in America, and Little Saigons would appeal to those 
readers particularly interested in immigrant identity formation. But more research is needed 
given the many questions that remain. For instance: How might gender, sexual orientation, age 
or class status affect ways that Vietnamese Americans stay Vietnamese? What happens when 
Vietnamese Americans living outside of Fields Corner or Little Saigon, away from large 
communities of Vietnamese Americans, attempt to retain their Vietnamese identity on their own, 
without the luxury of other members of their community to assist in the process? What 
community institutions in and around Boston or Orange County help community members 
preserve their Vietnamese identity? Readers can only hope that scholars like Aguilar-San Juan 
will continue researching Vietnamese American communities to better understand how this 
select group of people, a critical part of American past and present, experiences and contributes 
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